
   

Obviously a reflection of the great job of curating by Curchew. 

Lorem Ipsum AWARD WINNING CIO 
GETS SOCIAL 

CHALLENGE 
Named one of the 2013 Premier 100 IT Leaders by Computerworld, Ted is 
CIO for a well-known brand in the Unified Communications space and has a 
large network of industry peers, partners and employees.  However, Ted 
had not engaged in social media for several reasons, including the ability to 
have something interesting and on-message to share consistently and a lack 
of time to learn the required tools and network conventions.  The CMO at 
Ted’s company brought Curchew in with the mandate of “turning Ted into 
an evangelist.”  So that’s what we did.  On average, every post to LinkedIn 
and Twitter has received an interaction, including retweets, comments, 
clicks, favorites or likes. 

GOALS 
o Share insightful, on-brand social media content that amplifies the 

corporate brand  

o Establish Thought Leadership in Customer Care Excellence 

o Join the conversation with peers and key influencers on Twitter and 
LinkedIn 

SERVICES PROVIDED 
o Curated content that amplified the corporate message and elevated 

Ted’s personal brand  

o Drafted engaging headlines for Twitter and LinkedIn using relevant 
voice, hashtags and Twitter handles Provided “Curator’s insights” to 
inform and provide context for the recommended content  

o Presented content for easy edit and approval on Web & Mobile so Ted 
was always in control 

THEMES (subset) 
1. Unified Communications and the Future of Work 

Work where & when appropriate given the work that needs to be done; 
how tech & UC are enabling a different way to work  

2. IT as a Driver of Innovation 
Highlight IT’s contribution to top line growth; IT is digitizing the business 
and providing innovators with the tools they need to grow the company  

3. Future of IT  
The increasingly strategic role of IT in the Enterprise 

RESULTS
§ Twitter 

o 571% increase in followers  

o 89% Click rate (number of 
clicks as a percentage of 
posts) 

o 150% Interaction rate (number 
of Interactions as a 
percentage of posts) 

o 42,747 Potential Reach 

§ LinkedIn 

o 292% Interaction Rate  
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A Curchew Case Study 

⎯ Award-winning CIO upon seeing a high number of 
interactions to a particular post 


